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.• ·"A firm or a business unit is always subjected 
!)\ the influence of factors which are beyond 
~ control. These fa ctors influence, in a 
o$rying degree. favourably and unfavourably 
~e orinin, growth <Jnd development of a 

n <Hld ultirnJtely shnpe the destiny of the 
~e . The complete set of these factors 
Oinsti tute the environment in which the 
Cti '.' I!Y of a business unit thrives. There is no 
I(Jint in enumerating them exhaustively and 
nalvsi n~J them all in details. Rather judiciously 
:fentlfying sorne crucial factors and then 
-f?upinn them into relevant catc:gories and 
~~fl11ning their nature and trend to be used 
f:. scientific management and optimisation 
~: sc <~ rce resources towards attainment of the 
Vowud goal of an unit may serve some 
fli<HJinnful purpose. In so doing the author 
~f- -thl ! llbove book broJdly divided the factors 
~ economic and non-economic environ
i.ental factors to work out at the outset all 
jSsible interactions between them in terms 
~interaction matrice:s. 

:~h i s book has two parts. the firsi one has 
!!-.n devoted to theoretical framework and 
(j second part has been devoted to. what 
!\1 Juthor calls. the empirical situation pertain
tj to Indian case. The two parts, A and B. 
!lire the first fourteen chapters equally, 
~lowed by the fifteenth chapter on con
@:sion. At tho end of the book Jn appendix 
~, lH~en added giving twelve ta~les on some 
i ro level information about lnd1an economy 

l-:h are really valuable. 

~he book deals with tho economic environ
iOt and adopts the macro economic approach 
l'rough. The author made his stand very 
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clear in the beginning by suggesting that "the 
environment furnishes the macro context the 
business firm is the micro unit." The author 
discusses in Chapter II the nature of economic 
systems in brief which includes milinly free 
market (capitalist) economy, centrally planned 
(socialist) economy and mixed economy. 
Thereafter he completely relics upon Keynesian 
and post- Keynesian development of macro 
economic theory to build up the theoretical 
frnrnework of economic environment of busi
ness. It is however little more than just a 
compilation of materials from ordinary texts of 
macro economics to £erve the purpose of 
avemge studtmts at the under-graduate level. 
The serious readc·rs cvon nt that level may be 
di snppointed 1f they are carried by the title 
of the book to expect. quite justifyably, 
something in the line of externalities inter
acting with business decisions. However, the 
thcoreticnl dJc>cussions mainly dealt with 
functioning of the economy, economic policies 
and planning, problems of fluctuations and 
growth strategies for long run development. 

It should be admitted that the author made 
. an honest attempt in trying to correspond his 

theoretical discussions with Indian case. 
Particularly his endeavour to cite the results to 
highli~;ht the functioning of Indian economy 
deserves appreciation. The peculiarities and 
problem!> of India like pnrallel economy and 
poverty which did not fe<Jture in Part A have 
also been cov&rcd to niv6 a complete view 
of the economy. Last of all, the concern of 
the publisher to have a feedback from the 
readers towards, perhJps, improvement of the 
book in subsequent ed1tions is really com
mendable. 
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